
PRODUCT PLATFORM
TELEVISION
•Ocean Black, the original animated series, featuring Temeo Aemrose a.k.a. Tengoku Temeo. A post-apocalyptic samurai fighting on Earth and other planets 
becomes a great warrior, then mother, then revolutionary, then conqueror.
•3 seasons, 36 episodes

•Ocean Black: Behind the Scenes, the reality show on how the show was made and how the Ocean Black universe was first developed.
•1 seasons, 8-10 episodes

BOOKS
•Ocean Black Volume 1 & 2, both currently published novels. Explains all the worlds of Ocean Black, from the very beginning, with a focus on specific characters 
that are connected to the entire web of the different stories, including that of Temeo Aemrose.
•Volume 3 is on the way, with at least three more planned after that.

•Ocean Black: Before Exile, manga coming out soon. Focuses on the first major character in the history of Ocean Black, the demigod Dahlia Hermes a.k.a. Columbia.
•Eight chapters are planned for Volume I of the manga series.

GAMES
•Last Khaz Island, a single-player and co-op RPG designed and ready for development. Features an Atlantis-like civilization on a hidden alien planet, where aliens 
and humans live together in harmony, surrounded by a watery but alien ocean full of monsters, and a sky full of strange moons that change tides, and fates.
•Planned as one game with DLC. Recommend Unreal 5 (or similar) to render realistic oceans, as well as realistic aliens that will be both friends and foes.

•Tabletop RPG based on the same stories and location as Last Khaz Island, using the same backend dice system that has been designed for the video, to allow 
players to do any kind of storytelling they want, just like Dungeons & Dragons-like games.

MOVIES
•Black Ships, futuristic war movie about a pitched space battle at the center of Ocean Black Lore. Proposed script stars Gil Birmingham, Kristin Stewart, Dante 
Basco, and Patty Lee, in a major Napoleonic-like space opera.
•138 years after the destruction of Earth, the six distrustful kingdoms of Ocean Black are forced to work together, due to the threat of a pirate fleet led by Sallah
“the Wolf” Wulfgar (Stewart). Under the command of Admiral Maypiya “Pato” Iyapato (Birmingham), an allied fleet is assembled to take down the Wolf, with the 
secret help of the greatest warrior alive, Temeo Aemrose (Lee), and Pato’s wingman, Tatanka “the Bull” Bellson (Basco).
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PRODUCT COMPARISON
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OCEAN BLACK SHARES SOME GENRE  SIMILARITIES WITH… SIMILARITIES INCLUDE…

Blue Eye Samurai on Netflix Female warrior lead on a vengeance spree

Henry Cavill's Warhammer 40K series Interplanetary military sci and space opera

Battlestar Galactica remake on Peacock Mix of military sci-fi and religion and androids

Studio Ghibli’s Boy and the Heron, best debut for a North 
American original anime in 2023

Character-focused anime, with fantasy elements, importance of animals

Avatar: The Last Airbender coming back in 2025 Fantasy worlds with character focus, especially strong female leaders

James Cameron's Avatar is planning deep-space battles Military sci-fi and space battles featuring Native American warriors

Predator movies like Prey Sci-fi and indigenous culture mix, old weapons versus new technology

Indie sci-fi anime like Scavengers Reign on HBO Original anime with new art style and new sci-fi environments

New video game IPs like Elden Ring and Ghost of Tsushima Eastern and indigenous cultures like Mongolia as a centerpoint for storytelling

Video game Fallout is getting an Amazon Prime show Post-apocalyptic similarities, with big monsters and nuclear weapons

Godzilla is at an all-time high in popularity Kaiju living in alien oceans, deep lore, and nuclear weapons, but in unusual and alien 
contexts
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